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No 500H Series Amplifiers
Founded in 1972, the Mark Levinson® brand has become synonymous
with extraordinary levels of audio performance and has a reputation in
high-end audio design like no other. That heritage is readily apparent
in the new No 500H Series amplifiers. With four channel configurations
to choose from, there is a solution for any system.

The heart of the No 500H Series amplifiers – elegant
simplicity. The use of multiple smaller capacitors allows them to
be physically closer to the amplifiers themselves providing for
greater transient response when power is needed immediately.
The No 531H, No 532H and No 533H each have sixteen output
transistors per channel while the No 535H has twelve per channel.
All models are fully-differential designs with robust power
supplies and are stable into 2 ohms.

T

he No 531H and No 532H are both true mono-block designs with independent power supplies for
each channel and are rated at 300W per channel into 8 ohms. The transformers and power supply
designs deliver unsurpassed dynamics and transient responses for today’s demanding audio formats and
provide stability with even the most difficult to drive loudspeakers. Fully differential circuitry ensures that
balanced input signals stay that way throughout the signal path and traditional Mark Levinson “Hurricane”
binding posts offer secure termination to the loudspeaker.
The No 533H shares the same basic amplifier module as the No 531H and No 532H but is a semi-monoblock design. With power supplies that can be shared across multiple channels, this design lends itself
well to multi-channel environments where one channel might need more power at times than others. All
other features of the No 533H are identical to the No 531H and No 532H and the common design creates
a consistent sonic signature for use in multiple amplifier system configurations.
As the first five-channel amplifier from Mark Levinson, the No 535H sets the bar high. Using a semimono-block design like the No 533H, the No 535H can deliver 200W per channel into all five channels
simultaneously. Twelve output transistors and large amounts of capacitance per channel ensure that this
amplifier is more than capable of delivering realistic dynamics and transients with audiophile-grade
detail and response for even the most demanding audio tracks.
All four No 500H Series amplifiers feature 12V trigger and Ethernet control ports for system integration
and can be rack mounted using third-party custom rack shelves.

Balanced XLR and single-ended RCA
inputs with Hurricane binding posts

Ethernet and 12V trigger controls

Elegant black anodized aluminum finish

Mark Levinson No 500H Series Amplifiers
®

The four amplifiers in the No 500H Series are the definition of truly outstanding performance in their respective categories. Drawing from
the Mark Levinson heritage, while utilizing a new, straightforward, balanced, current-feedback design creates a new series of amplifiers that
must be listened to in order to be fully appreciated. The final result is impressive even for the Mark Levinson high standard of excellence.

Features
•
•
•
•

Reliable, high-power in four different channel configurations provide ideal solutions for any system
Isolated chassis and signal grounds minimize noise, optimizing detail, even at low listening levels
Fully-differential circuitry with both balanced XLR and single-ended RCA inputs
Ethernet and 12V trigger control capability for system integration

No 531H
• 1 x 300W into 8 ohms
• 7.65” (19.4cm) H x 17.75” (45.1cm) W
x 19.83” (50.4cm) D / 52.5 lbs. (23.8kg)

No 532H
• 2 x 300W into 8 ohms (both channels driven)
• 7.65” (19.4cm) H x 17.75” (45.1cm) W
x 19.83” (50.4cm) D / 74.0 lbs. (33.6kg)

No 533H
• 3 x 300W into 8 ohms (all channels driven)
• 7.65” (19.4cm) H x 17.75” (45.1cm) W
x 19.83” (50.4cm) D / 90.0 lbs. (40.8kg)

No 535H
• 5 x 200W into 8 ohms (all channels driven)
• 7.65” (19.4cm) H x 17.75” (45.1cm) W
x 19.83” (50.4cm) D / 98.5 lbs. (44.7kg)
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